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Confirming his moniker as “America’s philosopher of democracy,” John Dewey engaged in a series of public debates over the
course of his lifetime, vividly demonstrating how his thought translates into action. These debates made Dewey a household name
and a renowned public intellectual during the early to mid-twentieth century, a time when the United States fought two World Wars,
struggled through an economic depression, experienced explosive economic growth and spawned a grassroots movement that
characterized an entire era: Progressivism. Unfortunately, much recent Dewey scholarship neglects to situate Dewey’s ideas in
the broader context of his activities and engagements as a public intellectual. This project charts a path through two of Dewey’s
actual debates with his contemporaries, Leon Trotsky and Robert Hutchins, to two reconstructed debates with contemporary
intellectuals, E.D. Hirsch and Robert Talisse, both of whom criticized Dewey’s ideas long after the American philosopher’s death
and, finally, to two recent debates, one on home schooling and the other on U.S. foreign policy, in which Dewey’s ideas offer a
unique and compelling vision of a way forward.
The encyclopedia of the newspaper industry.
The Blackwell Handbook of Early Childhood Development presents a comprehensive summary of research into child development
from age two to seven. Comprises 30 contributions from both established scholars and emerging leaders in the field The editors
have a distinguished reputation in early childhood development Covers biological development, cognitive development, language
development, and social, emotional and regulatory development Considers the applications of psychology to the care and
education of young children, treating issues such as poverty, media, and the transition to school A valuable resource for students,
scholars and practitioners dealing with young children

A comprehensive guide to traumatic brain injury, beginning with an introduction to epidemiology, biomechanics and
pathology of head injury, then discussing resulting conditions, and the academic and clinical aspects of their
management. Written by experts in the fields of neuropsychiatry, neurology and rehabilitation medicine, dedicated
chapters also examine rarer aspects including post-traumatic basal ganglia haematoma, dural sinus thrombosis, CSF
otorrhea and facial injuries. Fluid and electrolyte management are also discussed. Key Features Comprehensive guide to
traumatic brain injury discussing numerous conditions resulting from head trauma, as well as basic epidemiology,
biomechanics and pathology Includes chapters on rarer conditions, as well as fluid and electrolyte management Almost
300 colour images and illustrations
"The need for a guidebook enabling all those interested in Dutch art to find out at a glance which paintings and drawings
by particular artists or which works of applied art of various periods are to be found in the major American public
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collections is so obvious that it comes as a surprise to discover that none as ever been written. Until now anyone wishing
to know where Dutch art from past centuries or the not-so-distant past could be seen or studied had to rely on memory or
hearsay, or had to consult the countless catalogues and publications of the far flung individual museums. Since a
fundamental goal of American collecting has been to educate people about all cultures, Dutch art, like the art of so many
other nations, is found in virtually every city and town across the country. . . Now we have a guide that tells us where to
find the art that we seek and that gives us a lively but professional analysis of the historical significance of these
treasures."--Preface
The best-selling book, The Adult Stroke Patient, Second Edition, has been completely revised and updated to become
Vision, Perception, and Cognition: A Manual for the Evaluation and Treatment of the Neurologically Impaired Adult, Third
Edition. The new edition of this extraordinary book is an indispensable reference for outlining the theoretical basis for
visual, perceptual, and cognitive deficits, as well as specific procedures for the evaluation and treatment of these deficits.
The book clearly explains each deficit and provides step-by-step testing techniques along with complete treatment
guidelines. This invaluable book addresses both top down and bottom up approaches to evaluation and treatment.
Vision, Perception, and Cognition is divided into categories for clarity, such as visual processing and discrimination skills,
body scheme difficulties, executive functions and motor planning. The author has added additional theoretical information
to back up evaluation and treatment decisions that are discussed. All the sections have been updated to represent the
most current information available. This essential text now provides information for a more holistic approach as well as
identifies subcomponent skills. Special Features Addresses both top down and bottom up approaches to evaluation and
treatment. Divided into categories for clarity; body image and body scheme difficulties, spatial relations problems,
aprozias, and agnosias.
This is a book for all types of students, and professionals, who would like to increase their ability to learn more rapidly
and remember a wide range of material. The authors are professional psychologists who have long specialized in this
particular field, and their suggestions here are based on the latest research findings about what actually works.
In many criminal trials, forensic technical evidence is lacking and triers of fact must rely on the reliability of eyewitness statements,
identifications, and testimony; however, such reports can be riddled with deceptive statements or erroneous recollections. Based on such
considerations, thequestion arises as to how one should weigh such eyewitness accounts given the theoretical and empirical knowledge in
this field. Finding the Truth in the Courtroom focuses on how legal professionals, legal/forensic psychologists, and memory researchers can
decide when statements or identificationsare based on truthful or fabricated experiences and whether one can distinguish between lies,
deception, and false memories. The contributors, key experts in the field, assemble recent experimental work and case studies in which
deception or false memory plays a dominant role. Topics discussed relate to the susceptibility to suggestive pressure (e.g., "Under which
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circumstances are children or adults the most vulnerableto suggestion?"), the fabrication of symptoms (e.g., "How to detect whether PTSD
symptoms are malingered?"), and the detection of deceit (e.g., "Which paradigms are promising in deception detection?"), among others. By
using this approach, this volume unites diverse streams of research (i.e.,deception, malingering, false memory) that are involved in the
reliability of eyewitness statements.
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